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 Mods that are added to or removed from this list will be listed here. The mod i made which turns COD:MW into a survival type game. I havent changed the aimbots and Ive given him limited ammo. Here is my mod in action. Enjoy!. A Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Mod in the AMXX Plugins & Mods category, submitted by Panterlan. Mods that are added to or removed from this list will be listed here.
The mod i made which turns COD:MW into a survival type game. I havent changed the aimbots and Ive given him limited ammo. Here is my mod in action. CS 1.6 is the ONLY game I use. It's free to download and free to play. There's also modders that make custom maps that are free to download. But you'll still have to pay for the weapon models for most of them. How do I get the original version
of CoD:MW? Click to expand... Go to the CoD:MW page. Click the AMXX link, download it to your desktop. Run the mod files on AMXX. They will begin downloading. When the download is complete, open AMXX and click on the Counter-Strike item. You'll see that it's almost impossible to find. Just click where it says "1.6 (V1)" and download it from there. I have been a die hard COD/MW

player, trying to make some friends but all they seem to do is COD because they live it 24/7.. I tried to connect them into my MW network but they had no interest in doing that.. But, I'm not giving up on MW.. I'll find a community that will benefit both games... 82157476af
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